FORWARD MARCH IS ON WITH PROGRESS NOTED THROUGHOUT DOMINION

Opinions Regarding General Conditions in Canada Is Warranted—Pramors of C.P.R. Reach a Splendid Advance at the Canadian Club

FAITH IN DOMINION'S FUTURE RESTORED

M. W. B. Young, chairman of the Dominion Pacific Railway, told the Canadian Club today that the Dominion has a brighter future than ever before, and that he believes that the Dominion will continue to progress. He said that the Dominion has been making steady progress for many years, and that he is confident of its future.

National Character

The President said that the Canadian character is the greatest asset of the Dominion. The Dominion has a great many virtues, and it is a great nation. The President said that the Canadian character is the greatest asset of the Dominion, and that it is a great nation.

In conclusion, the President said that the Canadian character is the greatest asset of the Dominion, and that it is a great nation.

SEEK TO PROVE WIFE DOMINANT IN MURDER

Say She Was Handedly Worked on by Love

COUNSEL MANEUVER

Goob's Latest, Early Order as Would-Be Death Penalty Looms

Wounded White Woman, Who Made Bigamous Marriage With Dead Groom, Declares She Cowered to Another Room After He Attacked Her With Battered Knife

Say She Loved Chinaman Found Stabbed in Heart After Quarrel Over Rent

DID NOT SEE HIM TAKE HIS OWN LIFE

Student, Who Was Arrested for Carrying a Knife, Declares She Did Not See Him Take His Own Life

Drop in Coke Prices Precedes Cut in Coal of 75c to $1 This Week
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